Introducing Whirlwind’s THS Family of headphone boxes, a new level of control for broadcast announcers.

THS boxes are ergonomically designed to put the control buttons within easy reach of the announcer even while shuffling through stat sheets. The headphone amplifiers are designed to deliver powerful, undistorted audio that can be heard over an arena full of screaming fans. From our THS 1 to our THS 5, you’ll find the right configuration to suit your broadcast announcer’s needs. Check out the whole line on our website and find out which THS box is the one for you.
Choose the THS Talkback Headphone System that works best for you!

Left and right line level inputs with single stereo volume control

Additional mono Aux input with volume control

Momentary Push to Mute switch turns mic OFF while depressed

Mic is ON if power is disconnected

Footswitch jack for remote mic switching, footswitch not included

Left, Right and Mono line level inputs with individual volume controls

Latching Mic On switch with red LED indicates mic is ON

Momentary Cough switch mutes the mic while depressed

Mic stays ON if power is disconnected

THS 1M

Identical to the THS 1M except with a Momentary Push to Talk switch that turns the mic ON while depressed

Left, Right and Mono line level inputs with individual volume controls

Latching Mic On switch with red LED indicates mic is ON

Momentary Cough switch mutes the mic while depressed

Mic stays ON if power is disconnected

THS 1T

RTS® compatible 3 pin XLR input configured for “Wet” IFB

XLR pin 2 power and interrupt audio; pin 3 non-interrupt audio

Individual volume controls for interrupt and non-interrupt inputs

Input Assign switches route inputs to either or both ears

Momentary Cough switch mutes the mic while depressed

Mic stays ON if power is disconnected with dynamic mics

Selectable phantom or “T” power for condenser mics

THS R

Two line level inputs with individual volume controls that feed left/right Assign Switches and adjust each input’s level to both ears equally

Latching Mic On switch with red LED indicates mic is ON

Momentary Cough switch mutes the mic while depressed

Momentary Talkback switch mutes the main mic out and activates the adjustable line level Talkback Out

Mic stays ON if power is disconnected with dynamic mics

Selectable phantom or “T” power for condenser mics

THS 4

Two line level inputs with individual volume and pan controls for adjusting signal to left and right earpieces

Mic mix volume and pan controls for adding the local mic to headphone mix

Master headphone volume adjusts mix in both ears simultaneously

Latching Mic On switch with red LED indicates mic is ON

Momentary Cough switch mutes the mic while depressed

Momentary Talkback switch mutes the main mic out and activates the adjustable line level Talkback Out

Mic stays ON if power is disconnected with dynamic mics

Selectable phantom or “T” power for condenser mics

THS 5

Two line level inputs with individual volume and pan controls for adjusting signal to left and right earpieces

Mic mix volume and pan controls for adding the local mic to headphone mix

Transformer isolation on both inputs and talkback out

Powered with 24-30VDC from “Wet” IFB or external power adapter

THS R

Made in USA
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